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Funded through a generous grant from the Public Policy
Program of the Pew Charitable Trusts, the National Commission
on Civic Renewal was established in 1996 to address widespread
concerns about the condition of our country's civic life. Many
kinds of political participation, at the local as well as national
level, have declined over the past three decades. During that
same period, the American people's confidence in the political
system has fallen sharply, and we are less inclined to trust
one another as fellow citizens than we were a generation ago.
Many Americans believe that neighborhoods and community
organizations are weaker than they once were and than they
should be. And most Americans some surveys indicate near-
ly 80 percent believe we are in a period of pervasive moral
decline, marked by weaker families, higher crime and social
disorder, incivility, and powerful cultural forces, such as televi-
sion, movies and popular music, that make it harder to raise
our children and build a decent society.

The National Commission on Civic Renewal has sought to
address these ills by gathering and assessing information and
advice from a wide range of citizens; by studying and high-
lighting promising civic organizations and initiatives around
the country; and by offering specific recommendations for
improving our civic life. In addition to issuing this final report,
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COCHAIRS' PREFACE

This is a report about all of us in our capacity as citizens. On behalf of the
members of the National Commission on Civic Renewal, we are pleased to sub-
mit it for the consideration of our fellow Americans.

Our first task, in the pages that follow, is to present an accurate and balanced
portrait of our civic condition. As the report makes clear, we are deeply
concerned about citizens' disengagement from the civic realm, and from its
moral underpinnings. And yet, in the activities of individuals and groups
across the country, we recognize signs of a nascent movement for civic
renewal. To help strengthen these efforts, we suggest some practical steps
that citizens can takeas individuals, parents, neighbors, members of faith
communities, partners in local self-government, and participants in national
movementsto improve our civic life.

The National Commission on Civic Renewal was created and sustained through
a generous grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts, a public-spirited foundation
in the finest tradition of the American voluntary sector. The Commission has
received no public money and possesses no official standing. Its members are
private citizens adding their voices to the dialogue of democracy.

We bring diverse backgrounds and experiences to this endeavor. We come
from different ethnic groups and religious affiliations. Some of us have spent
the bulk of our lives in the public sector, others in the private sector, still
others in foundations and voluntary associations. Some of us have worked
in official Washington, some in the states, some in the neighborhoods and
streets of our cities.

Unlike many commissions, we are politically diverse as well. We were certainly
not selected to reach predetermined conclusions. Some of us have worked for
conservative administrations and causes, others for liberal ones. We have found
ourselves on opposing sides in some of the great controversies of our times.
But we were brought together on this Commission, and held together, by a
common concern for the civic condition of our country and by the shared
determination to improve it.
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During the past eighteen months of hearings and deliberations, our debates have
been vigorous, occasionally heated, but always civil. Civility does not mean elimi-
nating passion and conflict from public discourse. Nor does it mean agreement
for agreement's sake. Civility means disagreeing with others without demonizing
them. It means respecting them as sincere patriots and as parthers in a shared
quest for civic answers that are both practically effective and morally compelling.

Speaking only in our individual voices, no one of us would have written this
report in exactly this way. We have worked hard to findand build upon
common ground. We steered away from those areas in which it became clear we
lacked special competence or minimum consensus. This report summarizes those
areas where our efforts achieved some success. In the case of one important issue
where we could not reach consensus the appropriate extent of publicly
supported school choicewe report the grounds of our disagreement and the
civic issues it raises.

The release of this report is but one step on a long road. We will continue to do
what we can. But the fate of today's movement for civic renewal will ultimately
be determined by the citizens of this nation all of us.

While the outcome is in doubt, our democratic experiment itself gives us grounds
for hope. As James Madison rightly suggested more than two hundred years ago,
republican government presupposes more trustworthy human qualities more
virtues than does any other form of government. Our nation could not have
survived and prospered if this confidence in the capacity for virtue of democratic
citizens had been misplaced.

We believe that the American people can once again rise to the challenge of self-
government. It is in that spirit that we offer this report to our fellow citizens.

William J. Bennett Sam Nunn
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Defining the Challenge of Civic Renewal

On the eve of the twenty-first century, America is prosperous, secure,
and free. With lower levels of unemployment, opportunity is expand-
ing. In recent decades, important social movements have helped pro-
tect individual rights and have brought long-suppressed voices into
our public dialogue. While racial, ethnic, and class divisions persist,
we are a more inclusive and tolerant nation than we were a genera-
tion ago.'

This should be a time of hope for Americans. And when we
consider our economic circumstances, it is. But when we assess our
country's civic and moral condition, we are deeply troubled.

And with good reason:

During the past generation, our families have come under intense
pressure, and many have crumbled. Neighborhood and community
ties have frayed. Many of our streets and public spaces have become
unsafe. Our public schools are mediocre for most students, and cata-
strophic failures for many. Our character-forming institutions are
enfeebled. Much of our popular culture is vulgar, violent, and mind-
less. Much of our public square is coarse and uncivil. Political partic-
ipation is at depressed levels last seen in the 1920s. Public trust in our
leaders and institutions has plunged.

Summarizing a comprehensive new study, a leading investigator of
public attitudes toward government and society concludes that

Worry about the moral health of American society is sup-
pressing satisfaction with the state of the nation, just as
discontent with the honesty of elected officials is a leading
cause of distrust in government. In the broadest sense,
these ethical concerns are now weighing down American
attitudes as Vietnam, Watergate, double-digit inflation and
unemployment once did.'

Our moral and civic ills are most often discussed in the context of our
troubled urban areas. There is no doubt that the civic condition of
communities is affected by their economic condition. The breakdown
of families, public safety, and neighborhoods is compounded by eco-
nomic misery and diminished opportunities. The decline in civic and
political engagement is especially pronounced among individuals who
are sliding down the economic ladder, or who have never taken the
first step up that ladder.
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Yes, leadership

wailers. Bin ihe

core issue isn't

leadership; it's

Citizenship,

But there is trouble in Plano, Texas, and in the Hamptons, too. A free
society depends on the standards and behavior of average citizens, and
of the most fortunate as well. It is an evasion of responsibility to focus
only on the inner city, or to place all the blame on "liberal elites" or
"right-wing extremists': Much of what has gone wrong in America we
have done and are still doingto ourselves.

Too many of us have become passive and disengaged. Too many of
us lack confidence in our capacity to make basic moral and civic judg-
ments, to join with our neighbors to do the work of community,
to make a difference. Never have we had so many opportunities for
participation, yet rarely have we felt so powerless. Indeed, according
to sociologist Alan Wolfe, an unpleasant feature of contemporary
middle-class morality is a "perverse pleasure in powerlessness'! In a
time that cries out for civic action, we are in danger of becoming a
nation of spectators.

To be sure, there are many obstacles to effective involvement. But too
many of us blame others for civic ills that we have helped cause, and
that only we can cure. We fret about the weakness of our families but
will not make the personal commitments needed to preserve them. We
worry about the consequences of out-of-wedlock births but refuse
to condemn them. We deplore the performance of our public schools,
but somehow we can't find the time to join parents' associations,
attend school board meetings, or even help our children with their
homework. We complain about the influence of popular culture
on our young people, but as parents we do not try very hard to mon-
itor the programs our children watch and the music they hear.
We desert neighborhood associations and then lament the fraying of
community. We elect, and then reelect, leaders for whom we profess
mistrust. We say we do not have the time for civic life. But in fact we
enjoy more.leisure than ever before. And too many of us spend too 5

much of it watching television.

Yes, leadership matters. It matters a great deal. But today in our democ-
racy the core issue is not leadership; it is citizenship.

A generation ago we realized that the degradation of our physical envi-
ronment was the result of countless millions of decisions, by individ-
ual citizens as well as large corporations, and that if we really wanted
to clean it up we would have to change our habits as well as our laws.
The degradation of our civic environment stems from similar causes
and requires similar remedies. It is legitimate and honorable for a free
people to work as hard to protect its moral ecology as its natural envi-
ronment. As citizens, we must ask more of ourselves.
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We claim no originality for this conclusion. It is an idea as old as
America. Citizenship is the basis of self-government, and lasting self-gov-
ernment is a monumental political achievement. In America we do not
depend on kings, clerics, or aristocrats, or (for that matter) on techno-
cratic elites or self-appointed leaders to serve as the "vanguard" for the
rest of us. We rely on the will of the people that is, on ourselves.

Active citizenship is an old idea, but today it must contend with new
challenges. Compared with previous generations, Americans today place
less value on what we owe others as a matter of moral obligation and
common citizenship; less value on personal sacrifice as a moral good;
less value on the social importance of respectability and observing the
rules; less value on restraint in matters of pleasure and sexuality; and
correspondingly greater value on self-expression, self-realization, and
personal choice.'

We must ask ourselves some hard questions about this new under-
standing of individual liberty. Dare we continue to place adult self-grat-
ification above the well-being of our children? Can we relentlessly pur-
sue individual choice at the expense of mutual obligation without cor-
roding vital social bonds? Will we remain secure in the enjoyment of our
individual rights if we fail to accept and discharge our responsibilities? Is
there a civic invisible hand that will preserve our democratic institutions
in the absence of informed and engaged citizens?

Here is our answer:

We believe that economic productivity is important but must not be
confused with civic health. Our country's wealth is unprecedented. But
great nations do not live by bread alone, and great civilizations are not
judged by wealth alone. Our rare good fortune is an opportunity to
reach for civic excellence. History will judge us harshly if we squander it.

We believe in life, liberty, equality, and the uncoerced consent of
the governed.

We believe that all men and women are entitled to political equality with-
out discrimination based on race, sex, or creed.

We believe that all human beings possess fundamental rights such as
freedom of religion, of speech, of the press, and of assembly, and that
government's essential purpose is to protect these rights.

We believe that these rights are most effectively protected in a system of
ordered liberty that includes representative government based on free

4. -4
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Democracy

is neither a

consumer good

nor a spectator
sport, but rather
the work of

free citizens,

engaged in shared
civic en t erp r i s es .

competitive elections, an independent judiciary upholding the rule of
law, and an executive forceful enough to provide energy without being
so powerful as to threaten liberty.

But institutional arrangements are not the whole of the democratic way
of life, which rests as well on belief in the power of reason; in free
inquiry and learning; in the spiritual capacity of human beings; and
in the proposition both empirical and moral that the human
condition can be bettered.

We believe that the essence of democracy is self-government, that self-
government begins with the government of the self and moves to
the public efforts of citizens whose need for the restraint of law is
mitigated by their capacity to restrain themselves.

We believe that democratic citizenship must be grounded in shared civic
principles, and that citizens should use them to judge and, when neces-
sary, challenge and change practices inconsistent with these principles.

We believe that the capacity for democratic citizenship must be nurtured
in institutions such as families, neighborhoods, schools, faith communi-
ties, local governments, and political movements and therefore, that
our democracy must attend carefully to the health of these institutions.

We believe that democracy requires both individual responsibility and
a felt sense of obligation to the common good, that both have weak-
ened dangerously in recent decades and must now be renewed.

We believe that democracy is neither a consumer good nor a spectator sport,
but rather the work of free citizens, engaged in shared.civic enterprises.'

We believe that building democracy means individuals, voluntary asso-
ciations, private markets, and the public sector working together not
locked in battle.

We believe that democracy means not only discussing our differences,
but also undertaking concrete projects with our fellow citizens to
achieve common goals. The goals can be as focused as cleaning up a
neighborhood park, or as broad as defending our country. Whatever
their scope, such endeavors offer the best hope for bringing Americans
together across lines of race, class, and religion. It is precisely because
our armed services have a clear and important mission real work to
do that they have gone farther than most other institutions toward
uniting diverse individuals into teams shaped by high standards and
shared purposes.

BEST Coly ;AILABLE
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This idea citizens freely working together is at the heart of the
American conception of civic liberty, through which citizens take
responsibility for improving the conditions of their lives. Civic liberty
offers citizens the power to act, and it strengthens their conviction that
they can make a difference.

This, too, is an old idea. From the beginning, Americans have prided
themselves on their ability to join together with their fellow citizens to
get things done. They didn't realize how rare a thing it was in the world
at large to work together as they did. But visitors from Europe noticed.
Alexis de Tocqueville wrote that at the time of the French Revolution
"there were not ten men in all of France" capable of forming associations
as the Americans were wont to do every day, and he noted how these
associations served, often inadvertently, as schools for citizenship.

Times have changed since Tocqueville's voyage to our shores, but the
essential point remains valid today: Citizenship begins with commitment
rather than expertise. Citizens do not need special preparation, advanced
education, or bureaucratic permits to get involved. And once we do,
empowerment, optimism, and trust are enhanced, the capacity to under-
stand our fellow citizens increases, and the public's work gets done in
new and unexpected ways.

A New Movement

Millions of our fellow citizens agree. Within the neighborhoods, the
towns, the local communities of America are the stirrings of a new
movement of citizens acting together to solve community problems. It is
a nonpartisan movement that crosses traditional jurisdictions and oper-
ates on a shoestring. It is a movement that begins with civic dialogue
and leads to public action. It has gone largely unnoticed, unappreciated,
and unsupported.

To mention but a few examples:

Neighborhoods are organizing to bring back businesses and jobs,
to offer constructive activities for young people, and to reclaim their
streets and public spaces.

Foundations and other charitable organizations are working more
directly to solve local problems.

Young people are volunteering to help others in increased numbers.

Faith-based institutions are tackling the toughest problems, from
family disintegration to homelessness to drug abuse.

.! 3
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must be further
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to confront our
civic ills.
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Local newspapers and television stations are pioneering new forms
of civic journalism.

Civic entrepreneurs are making creative use of modern information
technologies.

Scholars and activists are working to increase the level of
deliberation and civility in our public discourse.

III New organizations are refocusing the attention of families, schools,
and communities on the formation of civic character.

Local governments are fostering innovation and encouraging new
networks of community institutions.

There are also indications that some of the most worrisome trends of
recent decades are turning around. Divorce has declined from its peaks
of the early 1980s. The percentage of unmarried teens who are abstain-
ing from sexual intercourse has risen from the lows of the early 1990s.

Crime rates, while far higher than a generation ago, have fallen sharply
in this decade. School performance, while still inadequate, has risen from
the depths recorded in the early 1980s. Trust in government, in institu-
tions, and in our fellow citizens is modestly higher than it was a few
years ago.

In sum, we see troubling evidence of civic decline, but also encouraging
signs of a nascent movement for civic renewal across our land. Our chal-
lenge is not to invent civic renewal from scratch, but rather to find ways
in which individuals and institutions can build on the foundation laid
down by thousands of organizations and millions of Americans.

The key issue is not whether our civic condition is weaker than in the
past, but whether it is strong enough to meet the challenges of the pre-
sent. While 'citizens have begun to arrest, and in some cases reverse,
many negative developments of recent decades, we believe that the forces
of civic renewal must be further strengthened if they are to prove ade-
quate to confront our civic ills. Individuals, families, neighborhood and
community groups, voluntary associations, faith-based institutions,
foundations, corporations, public institutions all have an important
role to play.

Civic renewal often becomes embroiled in a debate between the propo-
nents of activist government and the partisans of civil society. This debate
is unproductive. There is no simple or direct relationship between the
reach of government and the vitality of civil society. There is no reason
to believe that reducing the size of government would automatically
increase the scope of voluntary activities. To cite but one example: it is

4
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the first duty of government to keep order and provide security. Civil
society cannot flourish if citizens are worried about the safety of their
streets, parks, and schools. Nor, conversely, is there any reason to believe
that government, however competent, can replace the distinctive func-
tions of voluntary associations.'

The role of local institutions is crucial, because civic renewal begins at
home. When citizens are asked what they mean by "community' most
invoke neighborhoods and towns.' Even in the Information Age, place
still matters. Even in the era of multinational institutions and global cor-
porations, scale still matters. L,arge organizations of every kind public,
private, and voluntary must therefore develop new ways of nurturing
and strengthening local institutions consistent with their own communi-
ty-based missions.

But reinvigorated localities cannot substitute for effective national
institutions. America's tradition of limited government implies
and requires healthy skepticism toward our national government.
Vigorous criticism of leaders and institutions is the lifeblood of any
democracy, and the hallmark of our democracy throughout its history.
But we believe that the current level of mistrust is inconsistent with civic
health. Americans cannot love their country if they have contempt for
its government.

Restoring trust in our national public institutions is an essential compo-
nent of civic renewal. We must limit the national government to the tasks
that it does best. But we must also set aside the false and cynical propo-
sition that the national government ruins everything it touches. Civic
renewal means working to improve our government, not abandoning or
trashing it.

We call upon our nation's public officials to place the restoration of pub-
lic trust at the forefront of their concerns. This means doing the public's
business efficiently and effectively; it means speaking honestly to the peo-
ple, not diminishing confidence by making promises that cannot be kept;
it means keeping our democracy open and responsive to the voices of all
the people, not just those with money and connections; and it means
respecting and nurturing the democratic capacities of citizens and com-
munities to choose and act for themselves.

Civic renewal does not require moral perfection, either of average citizens
or of our leaders. It does require that we all take seriously our basic com-
mitments as parents, spouses, citizens, and people of faith. Public officials
must hold themselves to the standards of conduct and character we try
to teach our childrenbecause the restoration of public trust requires it.

BEST. C3 eftaILABLE
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The defense of

liberty requires

more than the
pursuit of
happiness.

From the origin of our republic, we have been a strongly religious nation,
and the Founders were near-unanimous in viewing religion as an aid and
friend to the constitutional order. As George Washington reminded
a young nation in his Farewell Address, "Of all the dispositions and
habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are essen-
tial supports. . . . And let us with caution indulge the supposition that
morality can be maintained without religion': Today, because we remain
a strongly religious nation, faithful citizens and faith-based institutions
are pivotal to any American movement for civic renewal.

But while civic renewal unquestionably rests on a moral foundation, it
does not require any particular denominational creed. The foundation we
need is rather the constitutional faith we share in the moral principles
set forth in the Declaration of Independence, and the public purposes set
forth in the Preamble to the Constitution.

The rebellious signers of the Declaration of Independence risked every-
thing, pledging to one another "our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred
honor': Not every age requires such heroism. But for us as for those who
have gone before, the defense of liberty requires more than the pursuit of
happiness; it requires the modest but vital virtues of loving parents, faith-
ful spouses, good neighbors, law-abiding citizens, and sober patriots. We
need tolerance and commitment; and especially in moments of challenge,
we need the capacity for sacrifice.

These are the moral imperatives of democracy in the words of James
Madison, the virtue needed for self-government. Only this shared civic
morality can bring us together across our differences to secure the great-
est of our public purposes the blessings of liberty for ourselves and
our posterity.

Meeting the Challenge of Civic Renewal

The goals of civic renewal are straightforward: to strengthen the institu-
tions that help form the knowledge, skills, and virtues citizens need for
active engagement in civic life; to remove the impediments to civic
engagement wherever they exist; and to multiply the arenas for mean-
ingful and effective civic action.

In the pursuit of these goals, we must be both modest and tenacious.
Modest because public policy has at best limited capacities to address
problems that are moral, cultural, or spiritual. Modest because the insti-
tutions of civil society are organic, not mechanical, and can at best
be nurtured, not engineered. But tenacious because our civic ills are

r'
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formidable, and because we cannot meet large challenges with small com-
mitments. And tenacious because we know that it can be done: that
in cities across our country, local citizens and policies have already begun
to combat civic decline reducing crime, violence, and indecency,
improving the quality of schools and public spaces.

Here are some steps we can take.

Individuals. We may work in professions, but we live in places.
National professional organizations are important, and they should reflect
on ways in which they can more fully promote the public interest, not
just professional self-interest. But professional organizations are not a
civic substitute for locally oriented institutions. Nor can these local insti-
tutions thrive without the active participation of all kinds of Americans
including those with high levels of education, income, and civic skills. We
therefore challenge every citizen to become an active member of at least
one association dealing with matters of local neighborhood, church,
school, or community concern.

Families. Families are crucial sites for shaping character and virtue, they
provide vivid models of how to behave in the world, and they help con-
nect both children and adults to their neighborhoods and communities.
Our civic condition cannot be strong if our families remain weak.

As a nation, we must commit ourselves to the proposition that every child
should be raised in an intact two-parent family whenever possible, and
by one caring and competent adult at the very least. This means support
at every level of government, and by foundations, for organizations that
are working effectively to reduce teen pregnancy and out-of-wedlock
births and to reconnect absent fathers with their families. It means sweep-
ing away impediments to adoption. It means dramatically reforming fos-
ter care and establishing a ntional norm that no child should spend
more than one birthday without a permanent home in a stable, loving
family. It means a massive new partnership among the public, private, and
voluntary sectors to provide adult mentors for one million young people
now languishing on waiting lists across our land.

Neighborhoods. Neighborhoods are places where citizens learn the
importance of what they have in common and of what they can accom-
plish when they act in concert. Every neighborhood should assume
responsibility for matters of significant local concern, emphasizing areas
where neighbors can do meaningful civic work together. For example:
neighborhood crime watches; cleaning, repairing, and patrolling public
parks; escort services for students walking from home to school in the
morning and back in the afternoon.

3E,1 C`kii Ao\ILABLE
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Economic revitalization is a key to local civic renewal. The National Com-
mission is especially impressed by the accomplishments of local Community
Development Corporations in both rebuilding neighborhoods and mobilizing
neighborhood participation. We call on all sectors of society to increase signif-
icantly their support for CDCs, both directly and through proven intermedi-
aries such as the Local Initiatives Support Corporation.

City governments can make important contributions to civic renewal
through systematic efforts to empower their citizens. For example:

Seattle established a Neighborhood Matching Fund through which
public funds are set aside for projects but only if neighborhoods
match these resources with donated time, work, materials, or money.

Indianapolis created the Front Porch Alliance, through which the
city spotlights and supports the community renewal efforts of
neighborhood associations and faith-based organizations.

Burnsville, Minn., convened 700 citizens in deliberations to help set
priorities for the city, hold public officials accountable, and mobilize
the entire community to meet key goals.

The National Commission on Civic Renewal believes that every
community should take comparable steps, consistent with local
circumstances, to empower its citizens. We applaud the efforts of
organizations such as the National Civic League, the Center for
Democracy and Citizenship, the Civic Practices Network, the Center for
Living Democracy, the Pew Partnership for Civic Change, and Policy
Review: The Journal of American Citizenship to identify promising community-
based empowerment efforts, to make this information available to
communities searching for usable models, and to weave together local
activities into a wider community-based movement for civic renewal.

Schools. We offer two sets of proposals.

First, we add our voices to otherssuch as the Communitarian Network,
the Character Counts! Coalition, the Character Education Partnership, and -
the Center for Civic Education in support of a far greater emphasis on
civic and character education. We believe that our schools should foster
the knowledge, skills, and virtues our young people need to become good
democratic citizens. Specifically:

Schools should reorganize their internal life to reinforce basic civic
virtues such as personal and social responsibility, by giving students
far more responsibility for maintaining cleanliness and discipline in
classrooms and on school grounds.
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Every school should offer serious, age-appropriate instruction in
civic knowledge and skills, focused on founding documents the
Declaration of Independence, the Federalist Papers, the Constitution,
and other significant writings from the rich quarry of our political
and social history.'

Whenever possible, civic education should include the regular
reading and discussion of newspapers, because the habit of
newspaper reading has been shown to enhance civic information
and participation throughout adult life.

While the National Commission has not reached agreement on
mandatory community service for high school students, we are
impressed with the ways in which well-designed community work
carefully linked to classroom reflection can enhance the civic
education of students. We are also impressed with the positive civic
consequences of programs that bring students into direct contact
with government at every level, and we urge more schools to forge
ties with them.

Every state should require all students to demonstrate mastery of basic
dvic information and concepts as a condition of high school graduation.

In addition to their role in forming civic competence and character, we
believe that the overall performance of our schools has important effects
on our civic condition. To cite but one example: students consigned to fail-
ing schools are far less likely to achieve full participation in civic life. Free
citizens must be educated. For this reason, we offer some proposals to
improve teaching and learning.

Fifteen years after the publication of "A Nation at Risk: fewer than
half of our high school students are completing what that report
identified as a basic academic curriculum. Every state should close
this academic curriculum gap.

Just as students cannot learn what they are not taught, so teachers
cannot teach what they have not learned. Shockingly high
percentages of teachers have neither majors nor minors in the
subjects they teach. We call upon every state to close this teacher
preparation gap and ensure that teachers can at least pass the
subject-matter tests required of their students.

Despite the political and substantive difficulties, the federal
government should spur the development of a voluntary national
testing system with high standards and make it available for
adoption (or adaptation) by states and localities. Every state should
make reliable information on the performance of its teachers and
students available to parents and the public.

The overall

performance of

our schools

has important
effects on our

civic condition.
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The federal government, states, and localities should cooperate
to increase parental choice through such measures as open
enrollment and public school choice within districts (and even
beyond). Within five years, every state should enact meaningful
charter school legislation, and the federal government should
dramatically increase its support for charter schools.

While the National Commission has focused its report and rec-
ommendations on areas of substantial agreement, we note an
important area of ongoing disagreement among us.

Some members of the National Commission advocate public
support for parental choice broadened to include private and
religious schools, especially for low-income students now
trapped in failing systems. These members believe that wider
choice will enhance educational opportunity and accountability,
improve quality, help get parents more involved in their
children's schooling, and catalyze civic engagement. They
consider school choice to be a crucial and necessary step toward
civic renewal and self-government.

Other Commission members believe that public schools have
been, and continue to be, vital meeting grounds in which future
citizens learn to respect and work with one another across their
differences. These members fear that choice widened beyond
the bounds of public schools could diminish support for
public education, further fragment our society, and weaken
our democracy.

We were not able to resolve these differences. (Not surprisingly,
our nation's representatives have not yet reached common
ground, either.) But we do agree on the civic standards and prin-
ciples that should be employed in public deliberation on school
choice, and we call for continued civil dialogue on this question.

Faith-based institutions. A growing body of evidence suggests that
faith-based institutions can be especially effective in dealing with prob-
lems such as family break-up, fatherlessness, drug use, and long-term
welfare dependency.' In many communities where material resources
are scarce and other civil institutions have withered, these institutions
may be among the few functioning organizations that remain. Within
constitutional bounds, we must do what we can to strengthen their
capacity to nurture civic renewal. We recommend the following steps:
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Faith-based institutions should take full advantage of new
opportunities under federal law to receive public support for
activities such as job search programs, "second chance" homes for
unmarried teen parents, child care, and drug treatment, while
maintaining their religious character. The federal government should
broaden this new partnership with faith-based institutions to cover
the maximum feasible range of social services.

The federal government should revise the tax code to increase
incentives for charitable contributions and to recognize the
charitable efforts of all Americans, including poor and low-
income families.

Individual faith-based institutions should band together into
community-wide coalitions to achieve important civic objectives.
One example of this is New Haven, Connecticut's Elm City
Congregations Organized, which picketed liquor stores within 500
feet of schools and then pushed successfully for legislation banning
such stores.

Indeed, faith-based coalitions should spearhead a national movement to
improve security and build community by reducing the concentration
of places that sell alcohol. Especially in poor communities, these outlets
are often hornet's nests of alcohol-related social problems such as pub-
lic indecency, crime, broken windows, and homelessness. Imposing
stricter zoning on liquor stores would be a good start, and city officials
should take the lead in enforcing bans on liquor ads from the horizons
of schools, religious institutions, and public housing. Zoning laws should
also be used effectively to limit the destructive impact of pornography
shops on families and neighborhoods.

Leading scholars have called for the development of new local and
regional nonprofit grant-making entities that would assist
corporations, foundations, and individuals in identifying and
supporting worthy faith-based youth and community-building
efforts. We agree completely. We call for a mobilization of public,
foundation, and corporate support for new ventures such as John
Dilulio's Jeremiah Project, which will help gather credible data
about the effectiveness of faith-based activities, mobilize resources,
and direct them to promising faith-based programs.

The media. Television has become an increasingly dominant and
destructive force in our society, and most Americans especially par-
ents are troubled by it. This is not to say that television has done no
good, or that there are no quality shows on the air, or that television is
solely responsible for our moral, social, and civic ills. But taken in its
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totality, television is doing a lot of damage: because it privatizes us,
drawing us away from social relations and civic engagement; and
because it helps liberate powerful instincts toward violence, sexual
license, and the pursuit of immediate intense sensation that a decent
civic life seeks to moderate.

The problem is not restricted to entertainment programming but
now extends to local news, which increasingly emphasizes violence,
outrageous conduct, and the negative aspects of our society at the
expense of civic efforts to improve communities. Nor, regrettably, is the
problem restricted to television, but includes movies and popular
music as well.

While many of us applaud modest public steps such as the Children's
Television Act, the V-chip, and voluntary ratings systems, we believe
that the problems of the contemporary mass media are best addressed
through high-profile moral suasion. We must hold the entertainment
industry as accountable for civic harm as we do the tobacco industry
for physical harm. This is not a breach of the First Amendment, and it
is not censorship. We recognize that our society has changed and that
it would be unrealistic to expect television broadcasters and producers
to return to their longstanding but now-abandoned self-imposed code
of conduct. But we are confident that it is possible, in a manner fully
consistent with our constitutional traditions and respect for freedom of
expression, to create an updated set of common voluntary standards
that would reassure the American public that there are some lines that
television will not cross in its quest for profits. We call for an intensive
public (not governmental) dialogue directed toward this end.

But citizens need not wait for these efforts to bear fruit. Accountability
can and should begin right now, with public applause for corporations
that advertise in and support worthy programs and public rebukes for
those who do the opposite. We believe that a sense of shame still exists
at the highest reaches of corporate America and in the entertainment
industry. We intend to appeal to it, and we urge other Americans to do
the same.

For example, we believe that once mobilized for this cause, parents'
groups can achieve the capacity for effective moral suasion. As orga-
nized citizens, they can acquire not just economic clout, which affects
what the media offer the public; they can acquire a public voice as well.
When media organizations are forced publicly to justify their choices
in moral (not simply financial) terms, they may alter their conduct. And
the moral debate can help citizens discover how to use our cultural
freedom in civically productive ways.
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Free markets are vital to free societies. But not every consequence of
market-based decisions in every sector is equally compatible with the
health of our democracy. Recent evidence suggests that far more
Americans regularly get their information from local television news
than from any other source.' The evidence also suggests that economic
competition is driving local news in the direction of sensationalized cov-
erage, especially of crime." This trend has significant and (we believe)
negative civic consequences. Viewers are numbed into the belief that our
society is falling apart and that nothing can be done to improve it. Civic
activists find it hard to expand the scope of their efforts, and may even
become discouraged, when local television fails to cover their important
public work.

We believe that local television stations (and locally based newspapers
and radio as well) can and should give far more attention to civic groups
that are contributing to community problem-solving. In addition, they
should sharply increase their investment in the kind of journalism that
promotes public awareness of key civic issues and enhances deliberation
about solutions.

Such efforts can yield large civic dividends. In Springfield, Mo., for
example, a fourteen-part series in the local newspaper culminated in a
"Good Community Fair" at which 7,000 citizens turned out to join com-
munity problem-solving organizations and create new ones.

We are well aware of the competitive pressures that lead news directors
and station managers in the direction of "If it bleeds, it leads': But we
would remind them that news is a public good, not just a commodity.
We call on them to recall and renew their sense of civic responsibility.

It may well be that the tension between economic competition and civic
responsibility cannot be adequately addressed one station at a time,
because each may fear that others will take advantage of its restraint. We
therefore call on television stations to enter into community compacts
with one anotheragreements in which each station pledges to increase
and upgrade its civic coverage so that none bears a disproportionate
cost for the practice of civic virtue.

Conclusion: What the Commission Can Contribute

The members of the National Commission are working individually as
well as collectively to advance the cause of civic renewal. But our per-
sonal obligation does not end with the publication of this report. We
cannot rightly call upon all Americans to do more if we are not willing
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to do so ourselves. We therefore pledge to form, join, and support four
ongoing task forces, each with an important civic mission.

The Civic Monitoring Project will regularly update the Index of
National Civic Health and will report the results to the nation each year.

The Civic Education Project will seek to advance the cause of school-
based civic education, in accordance with the recommendations of this
report. The Project will, for example, work with existing civic education
groups to help assess the status of civic education in each state and press
every state for rigorous civic curricula and graduation requirements. It
will also work with national and regional newspaper publishers to ensure
that quality newspapers are regularly made available to every middle and
high school student to serve as building blocks of civic education.

The Entertainment Media Project will provide a focal point for an
ongoing civic dialogue with key television, movie, and music decision-
makers as well as with their advertisers. In addition, the Project will offer
regular public awards for exemplary entertainment decisions and will
publish an annual "Ten Worst" list.

The Community News Compact Project will seek to catalyze the for-
mation of voluntary agreementsCommunity News Compactsamong
local stations to increase the scope and quality of their civic coverage.

While we the members of the National.Commission will do what we can
to contribute to the civic renewal of our country, our efforts can provide
only a tiny fraction of what America needs. Civic renewal means all citi-
zens doing their share, in free association with one another. And it means
leaders in every sector doing what they can to empower citizens.

There is no blueprint for civic success, but there is a sure-fire recipe for
civic failure disengagement from the enterprises that help define the
common good. We therefore close where we began, with a call to citi-
zenship acts and traits of character that create the possibility of self-
government but that no government can enforce:

Get involved. Join with others who care. Hold your fellow citizens and
your leaders accountable. See yourselves as active agents, not passive
victims. Above all, take responsibility. After all, it is your democracynot
a consumer good, not a spectator sport, but rather the work of many
hands starting with your own.
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AMERICAS CIVIC CONDITION

A SUMMARY VIEW

Civic health may be measured along several dimensions participation in electoral politics, politi-
cal and social trust, voluntary sector activity, and attitudes and conduct bearing on the moral con-
dition of society, to name but a few.

In an effort to provide a clear and simple summary of our civic condition, the Commission has cre-
ated an Index of National Civic Health, which measures and combines trends over the past quar-
ter century in political participation, political and social trust, associational membcrship, family
integrity and stability, and crime.

Not all of these trends move in the same direction. Political participation and all forms of trust have
declined significantly in the past generation, although there is some evidence of stabilization and
perhaps even modest improvement during the past few years. Crime statistics have improved, espe-
cially in the early 1980s and again in the past five years. The soaring rate of divorce stabilized in the
early 1980s and has trended slowly downward ever since. Non-marital births rose sharply for
three decades before peaking in 1991 and then declining modestly. (The number of women having
abortions also declined by 15 percent between 1990 and 1995.) And statistics on associational
memberships of various kinds present a mixed picture, with declines in many traditional organiza-
tions (such as gender-specific social clubs and unions) offset by gains in professional societies and
faith-related small groups.

In short, there have been a number of promising developments over the past decade. But when
most Americans evaluate our civic condition, their point of comparison is not the late 1980s or early
1990s, but rather their sense of how things were a generation ago. In this key respect, the Index of
National Civic Health is consistent with the beliefs of most Americans: our overall civic condition
is weaker than it was and in need of significant improvement.
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THE INDEX OF NATIONAL C I V IC I-I EA LTI-1

Method of Aggregation

INCH is an average of 22 trend-lines, which are weighted differently as described below. These
variables use a wide variety of scales and units. To make them comparable, we set them all at 100
in the year 1974 (the first year for which we have reliable and complete data). We then measure
the percentage change in each variable in each year. So, if voter turnout increases from 50 to 60
percent, this counts as a 20-point change for the purpose of calculating INCH. A change is
counted as either positive or negative depending on whether the variable measures something
good (like turnout) or bad (like crime).

The Relative Weight of the Variables
In constructing an index such as INCH, one must decide how to weigh each variable. We have
given equal weight to five categories, each of which has several subcategories:

Political Components (20 percent) is composed of:

turnout (10 percent), and
other political activities (10 percent), which comprises:

signing a petition, writing to Congress, attending rallies or speeches, working for a
political party, making a speech, writing an article, writing a letter to a newspaper,
belonging to a reform group, and running for or holding political office
(1.1 percent each).

Trust (20 percent) is composed of:

trust in others (10 percent), and
confidence in the federal government (10 percent).

Membership (20 percent) is composed of:

membership in at least one group and/or church attendance (6.7 percent),
charitable contributions (6.7 percent), and
local participation (6.7 percent), which comprises:

attending local meetings, serving on local committees, and serving as an officer of a local
group (2.2 percent each).

Security Components (20 percent) is composed of:

youth murderers per youth population (6.7 percent),
fear of crime (6.7 percent), and
survey-reported crime per population (6.7 percent).

Family Components (20 percent) is composed of:

divorce (10 percent), and
non-marital births (10 percent).

(The total of the subcategories does not equal exactly 100 because of rounding.)

Our choice of weights is subject to challenge, but INCH is not very sensitive to the weighting
scheme that one chooses. As explained in the Technical Appendix, we simulated what would hap-
pen if 10,000 people each devised a random scheme. Eighty percent of the results were similar to
ours. and INCH never declined by less than 16 points between 1974 and 1994.

4.:;)
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INCH BEFORE 1974

We believe that civic health started to decline before 1974, but our information becomes less
complete as we move back in time. For the years 1972-3, we have 19 of the 22 variables that
are used to calculate INCH. Our data for the security components and "other political activities"
begin in 1974, but we have reliable surrogate measures for 1972 and 1973. Only "local
participation" must be estimated for these years.

Before 1972, our calculation of INCH is more tentative. We have used the following surrogate
measures to start the graph in 1960.

Political Components

Turnout does not require a surrogate, since data are available for the whole period.

We have replaced the original seven "other political activities" with three series from the National
Election Study (NES): "ever written a letter to a public official: "work for party or candidates: and
"attend rally or political meeting:. To fill the missing years, we have used linear fits. We have then
adjusted the totals so that they average 100 in 1974.

Trust

For trust in others, we have used NES data instead of the General Social Survey's figures, and
borrowed the 1960 figure from Robert Putnam's "Bowling Alone: We have filled the gaps with
straight lines.

For trust in government, all the data come from the NES.

Membership

For lack of data, we have held this whole category constant at 100.

Security Components

Official data on youth murderers/youth population begin in 1976. To estimate figures for earlier
years, we used the annual change in the percentage of the juvenile population that was arrested
for any crime during each year (calculated from FBI Uniform Crime Reports and Census Bureau
population figures). This method assumes that the annual change in the youth murder rate was
equal to the annual change in the overall youth crime rate. Although this assumption may be
somewhat inaccurate, the possible error is small.

In place of survey-reported crime, we have used the annual rate of change in the FBI's Uniform
Crime Reports, working back from 1974. The FBI has adjusted its past figures several times; we use
the most recent data. This series is reported with gaps in the 1960s, but we have filled the gaps
with straight lines.

Fear has been dropped for lack of data. But survey-reported crime correlated with fear (.81) dur-
ing 1974 to 1994, so we count the crime rate twice.

Family Components

Divorce does not require a surrogate. Figures before 1965 include women 15 and under, who are
excluded thereafter. But this change does not seem to affect the results at our level of precision.

Non-marital births does not require a surrogate.
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I\CH
With Estimated Figures for 1960-1971

See Technical Appendix for the method of estimating.
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INCH: TECHNICAL APPENDIX

Sensitivity to Weighting
We have assigned weights to each of the 22 variables. To see how changes in the weighting scheme would
affect INCH, we used the "Monte Carlo" method, which is often employed to evaluate the reliability of
forecasts. We simulated what would happen if 10,000 people randomly distributed 100 "weighting points"
among the 22 categories that make up INCH. In not one of these 10,000 trials did INCH fall by less than
16 points over twenty years; the average decline was 27.62 or more than one point per year.'

If all the participants had plotted lines showing their versions of INCH, the results would have clustered
1. tightly around a median. This graph shows our version of INCH; the average version; and two percentile

lines. The percentile lines mark the bounds of the area within which 80 percent of the 10,000 simulated
versions of INCH would fall.

The results of the trials are similar enoughover a long enough periodthat the median represents a
statistically significant trend.2 Our version of INCH runs parallel to the median, but is somewhat higher.
Indeed, our version is generally above the 90th-percentile line, which means that the vast majority of
random schemes would produce a more pessimistic story than ours. (This is because we give low weights
to each of the nine political activities, most of which have declined since 1974.) Thus, if we have erred, it
is by underestimating the degree of decline: in other words, by overestimating INCH for most years.
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Another way to test sensitivity is to imagine the weighting schemes that would appeal to various actual
participants in the debate about civic health. This graph illustrates several schools of thought. Note again
that the results do not vary much from our version of INCH.
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To summarize, it is clear that civic.health declined between 1974 and 1994, with most of the decline taking
place in the second ten years. At least 99 percent of possible weighting schemes would support this con-
clusion. However, finer judgments depend on how one chooses to weigh the variables. So, for instance, it's
only reasonable to say "civic health was 80.32 in 1994" if you have accepted our choice of weights. But -

even if you choose a very different scheme, your results will not vary from ours by more than nine
points in 1994 and less in earlier years.

Indicators

The graphs of separate components show raw numbers, using a variety of scales. To make visual compar-
isons easier, the graphs have been constructed so that upward movement always indicates a change for
the better.

Voter turnout numbers, from the Federal Election Commission, are actual voters divided by the voting-
age population. This is the standard figure, even though there is some debate about the denominator: e.g.,
should felons and resident aliens be included? Although INCH starts in 1972, we have graphed turnout
figures starting in 1960 in order to illustrate a major decline that occurred before our period.
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Other political activities measures activities that are as important as voting and that may lead people to
vote. For the purpose of calculating INCH, we have used nine separate variables: the percentage of people
who say that within the last year they have signed a petition, written to a Member of Congress, attended a
political rally or speech, worked for a political party, written an article, written a letter to the newspaper,
made a speech, belonged to a reform group, and run for or heldpolitical office. Rosenstone and
Hanson find that these questions elicit many more positive responses if they are asked during the summer
rather than in the winter. This suggests "that survey respondents did not think back a full year, as they were
asked, in answering Roper questions' To compensate, we have used moving annual averages of Roper sur-
veys, as calculated by Robert Putnam. The component graph shows the mean of these nine variables.

Trust the federal government is the percentage of people who said that they trusted the government in
Washington to do the right thing all of the time or just about always. Again, we have started the graph in
1960 to illustrate the massive decline that occurred before the INCH period.

Trust others is the percentage of people who said that most people can be trusted most of the time.

Membership is the percentage of people who belong to at least one of fifteen specified types of voluntary
group or to any "other" association plus people who do not belong to any group at all but do attend
religious services at least several times a year. We have used church and synagogue attendance rather than
membership because the GSS's list of specified groups does not include religious congregations. (Church-
affiliated organizations are on the list, however.) The GSS asked directly about religious membership in one
year, 1988. That year, 83.9 percent of church or synagogue members attended services at least several times
annually, and 80 percent of regular attendees were congregational members. This means that attendance is a
reasonable proxy for membership. Furthermore, GSS statistics on regular attendance are similar to Gallup
statistics on congregational membership:

year 1975 1980 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1993 1994

Gallup church membership 71 69 69 68 71 69 69 65 68 65 68 69 69

GSS attendance 65.3 65.4 65.6 67.9 63.5 66.2 69.5 64.1 63.4 65.7 64.7 62.5 61.8

Whereas we report the percentage who belong to any one group, Putnam based his "Bowling Alone"
argument on the average number of memberships per person since 1972. Many questions have been
raised about this figure (which is aggregated from GSS data). In addition to the strictly statistical problems,
critics have argued that not all associations are equally participatory or relevant so an aggregate figure
may not mean much. That is why we have included separate components for "local participation" and
"other political activities:' But the GSS data do reveal how many people belong to no organizations at
all. This is a rough measure of social isolation, which we have adjusted to account for church and
synagogue attendance.

Local participalioa measures civic activities that are not necessarily political: attending a meeting on__
town or school affairs; serving on a committee of a local organization; and serving as an officer of a
club or organization. Each figure is the percentage of adult Americans who said that they performed the
activity in question at least once within the preceding year. Roper polls are the source. Again, we use
annual averages to compensate for seasonal variations.

Charitable contribatioas: This is our own figure. We have divided disposable personal income by an
estimate of itemized charitable deductions. We have borrowed this estimate from the Statistical Almanac
of the United States which uses a combination of IRS reports, survey data by Independent Sector, and
(for years prior to 1986) an econometric model.
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Youth murderers/100,000 youth refers to the number of children aged 14-17 who are convicted of
murder. Figures for 1976-94 have been calculated by James Alan Fox for the Bureau of Justice Statistics.
Before 1976, disaggregated youth murder rates were not calculated. But we have a surrogate measure: the
percentage of the juvenile population arrested for any crime.

Fear is the percentage of people who say that they are afraid to walk alone at night within one mile of
their homes. The source is the Bureau of Justice Statistics' Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics, which relies
on GSS and Roper polls.

Survey-reported crime/1,000 population is actually a measure of violent crime: homicide, rape, rob-
bery, and assault. Because these statistics are drawn from surveys of victims, they cannot include murder.
But the Bureau of Justice Statistics adds homicide statistics from the FBI's Supplementary Homicide
Reports.

Non-marital births as percent of total means births to unmarried women as a fraction of total births.
Note again that the graph's scale is inverted.

Divorces per 1,000 ivomen age 15+ is a figure published annually by the U.S National Center for
Health Statistics.

Specific Aggregation Problems
Some of the variables cannot be aggregated until specific problems are addressed. First, federal election
turnout figures move in a four-year cycle that has nothing to do with "civic health': Participation naturally
peaks in presidential years, declines in other even-numbered years, and falls to zero the rest of the time.
For the purpose of calculating INCH, we have used a four-year moving average of turnout. Thus the
turnout figure for any year is an average of the most recent congressional and presidential races: a statisti-
cal construct, but a meaningful one.

Second, INCH will move arbitrarily if a single variable is omitted in any year. Unfortunately, the GSS has
not asked trust questions with perfect regularity. The NES, which surveys confidence in government, is
conducted biannually. Gallup hasn't always asked questions about fear of crime. And the government did
not publish annual totals for charitable contributions consistently until 1985. To fill the missing points in
these three series, we have used straight lines. We have also used extrapolations to fill a few other, miscel-
laneous data points. Since the variables in question do not shift very much, the potential for error is small.
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NOTES

1 With a standard deviation of 3.5 and a mean standard error of 0.04.

2 Using weighted least squares analysis, F(1, 18) = 62.01. Prob > F = 0. If the 20-year period is split in half,
the trend is only significant during the second half (1984-1994), when the decline is steep. For 1984-1994,
F(1, 8) = 406.38. Prob > F = 0. For 1974-1984, F(1, 8) = 2.58. Prob > F = 0.1472.

3 Steven J. Rosenstone and John Mark Hanson, Mobilization, Participation, and Democracy in America (New York:
Macmillan, 1993), p. 67, note 21.
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CIVIL SOCIETY: THEMES AND HISTORY

Voluntary Associations and Civil Society

Revitalizing our civic health requires enlisting the institutions of all three sectors of our society: gov-
ernment, the market, and "civil society" the network of voluntary associations and activities that
has long been thought to constitute a principal source of America's distinctiveness and strength. The
National Commission has focused considerable attention on trends and conditions in our civil soci-
ety, its connections with the public and private sectors, and its impact on civic renewal.

For centuries, foreign visitors to America have been struck by the variety and vitality of our vol-
untary institutions. This distinctive habit of associating grew in part out of our traditions of limited
government, which circumscribed the reach of state action at all levels; and in part out of our polit-
ical and social egalitarianism, which allowed individuals of all stations to mingle and work togeth-
er in common endeavors. Finally, the vibrancy of American civil society was in part an artifact of
our tradition of church-state separation. The disestablishment of religion in our early national his-
tory put church supportand the influence that goes with supportin the hands of church mem-
bers imbued with the spirit of congregationalism. This "empowerment of the religious laity," notes
one historian, "had the unexpected consequence of empowering women, not only because women
constituted a majority of church members, but also because, beginning in the 1820s, women were
able to form vigorous pan-Protestant lay organizations, which challenged the authority of ministers
and generated an autonomous social agenda:" Throughout the nineteenth century, women's groups
constituted one of the most vigorous components of American civil society, a phenomenon that car-
ried over to this century as well.

The proclivity to associate still characterizes American life. The associations of our civil society
range from churches to soccer leagues to reading circles to social movements, from colleges to
symphony orchestras to volunteer fire departments. They encompass highly organized national
federations and casually informal local groups. They are as large as the AARP and as small as
neighborhood crime watches. They produce an amazing array of goods everything from
academic research to community safety to companionship to medical care to spiritual guidance.

Government and Civil Society

Throughout our history, the relationship between government and civil society has been complex.
Government activity sometimes catalyzes and strengthens civil associations, but at other times stunts
or distorts them. The growth of_ voluntary associations in the nineteenth century was spurred by
limitations on government activitY imposed by the courts and tradition, limitations that some
private associations sought to overcome by pushing for new models of public responsibility. The
subsequent growth of the state did not always diminish voluntary association, however, but often
led to various public-private partnerships.'

From early on, the line between private and public was blurred. In the 1870s, private charities for
poor children in New York often received half or more of their funding from state and local gov-
ernments.' This was not an anomalous arrangement; towns and cities had been providing grants to
private charities since the early national period.' In our own times, expansion of the welfare state in
the 19605 and '70s was accompanied by an expansion, not contraction, of the nonprofit sector° In
expanding its responsibilities, the government looked to existing or newly created private organiza-
tions to deliver services.

If the relationship between state and civil society often has been positive and mutually supportive,
often it has not. The state can become a menace to civil society, either by seeking to preempt
private or local activity, or by deforming it. The period of social welfare legislation of the 19605 and



'70s illustrates the double-sidedness of government-private relationships. While nonprofits proliferated,
seemingly a happy consequence for civil society, these new organizations "often were not well-connected
to their community. Government funding encouraged [them] to focus their attention on government pol-
icy and influencing government rate-setting and regulatory procedures rather than cultivating extensive
community ties. Many nonprofit service agencies had large budgets but almost no ongoing connections to
their communities except to provide a service to targeted clients or individuals"' Moreover, the growth of
state power over the last century has meant a parallel growth in bureaucracies whose professional man-
agers and scientific experts assume control over affairs once left to local political or community decision.
This centralization of decision-making into the hands of trained experts has sometimes weakened local
community structures, and not always inadvertently. Regrettably, some experts and national leaders have
viewed the "local" as parochial, unprogressive, and backward.'

Markets and Civil Society

The relationship between business corporations and civil society is equally complex. In freely operating
market economies such as ours, firms have made (and will always make) locational and employment deci-
sions based on their own advantage. In earlier parts of this century, however, major firms typically
remained in specific communities for decades, and their executives took a civic interest in those commu-
nities. Business leaders were among the leading organizers of city philanthropies and civic improvement
leagues, and their firms supplied much-needed funding for important voluntary enterprises.

Today, however, changes in the structure of the economy information technology and global capital
flows have significantly weakened links between corporations and localities. The incentives to consider
the effects of corporate decisions (including downsizing and relocation) on neighborhoods and commu-
nities have correspondingly diminished. These shifts raise difficult questions about the appropriate redefi-
nition of corporate civic responsibility within the new economy.

Even broader questions can be raised about the relationship between the market sector and civil society.
There can be little doubt that free markets help sustain a zone of personal liberty that bolsters the capac-
ities of individuals to associate for civic purposes. On the other hand, there is no guarantee that the oper-
ation of market forces will prove wholly compatible with the requirements of civic health. For example,
many Americans believe that the market-driven decisions of giant media corporations have diminished the
quality of our public culture and have greatly complicated the task of raising children.

The Value of Civil Society

In producing the many goods they do, the associations of civil society generate such especially valuable
byproducts as social trust, political competence, and civic spirit. This last point is central to a number
of recent studies of civil society. Robert Putnam's now-famous essay, "Bowling Alone" argues that "the
quality of public life and the performance of social institutions ... are powerfully influenced by norms and
networks of civic engagement"9 According to Putnam, "networks of civic engagement foster sturdy
norms of generalized reciprocity and encourage the emergence of social trusr° These outcomes are not the
goals of associational life, but byproducts. For example, bowling leagues arise not to produce "social cap:
ital" but to promote participation and competition in a particular sport. Similarly, families (the most
fundamental form of social capital, notes Putnam") form to provide a structure for companionship arid-
child-rearing, not to advance a broader social good. Nevertheless, the byproducts that such associations
generate are vital for collective life in general. Political activity, social and economic cooperation, and neigh-
borhood comity all are promoted by the interactions of individuals in their clubs, leagues, organizations,
and families.

The attention of other academics and scholars has followed a similar course. There is an increased recog-
nition that within the "little platoons" of social lifefamilies, schools, and community organizationschil-
dren acquire (or fail to acquire) the moral dispositions that make them, as adults, cooperating neighbors,
industrious and trustworthy workers, active citizens, and, in their turn, responsible and loving parents.
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While civil society's virtue-fostering functions are vitally important, they are only part of a larger
general moral conversation that civil society makes possible. Most of the associations of civil
society whether sports clubs, charities, private schools, museums, churches, families, or the
like seek to put into practice, or propagate, some pattern of life or ideal of conduct that they
believe objectively valuable. Within and among these associations, individuals debate and argue
about the goals worthy of pursuit.

These individual and group activities within civil society are important in themselves, as expres-
sions of human freedom. Indeed, a key function of civil society is to defend freedom against exter-
nal threats including the power of the state. But these civil conversations can also merge into
ongoing political debates about social justice and the common good. Social movements frequently
arise within civil society, giving voice to new publics and promoting new causes and political iden-
tities!' Established publics continually draw upon the ideas and ideals offered by religious, philan-
thropic, intellectual, and community-improvement institutions. At the same time, organs of mass
communication newspapers, magazines, television, radio permit wide cross-communication
among different audiences and the consequent formation of "public opinion:' The emergence in
the eighteenth century of civil society as an autonomous realm of public opinion, in which
individualsno longer under the tutelage of Crown or Churchcould think for themselves, was
(and remains) the essential precondition of political democracy!'

Civil society, in the words of one commentator, is "the free space in which democratic attitudes
are cultivated and democratic behavior is conditioned:' But why should there be such an obvious
linkage between free associations and political democracy? The goods various groups seek
to produce might, in principle, be hostile to the flourishing of other groups and contemptuous
of democratic values. Commentators on civil society find themselves in sharp conflict over
"congruence" the idea that the internal structures and norms of voluntary associations should
(or must) be democratic, participatory, and civil if they are to promote broader societal aims of
political democracy!'

Although civil society is independent of state and market, it is not unaffected by them. Our volun-
tary associations are embedded in a particular political structure and economic order whose norms,
expressed in public law and procedures, inevitably shape and temper the values and goals of
families, clubs, philanthropies, parties, and churches. Even internally undemocratic organizations
committed to objectives at odds with democratic values typically function in our system more as
"loyal opposition" than as hostile centers of subversion and destruction. Thus, the components of
our civil society have already accommodated themselves in greater or lesser degree to the forms of
government and economy that enframe them!6 This fact points up the importance to civil society
of the political and personal rights that protect freedom of exchange and association and encour-
age democratic action.''

The discussion of civil society has recently moved out of the academy and into the center of American
political debate. A number of trends have converged to produce this (to some) surprising development

TJ First, many people, disillusioned with centralized governmental programs that deal with pover-
ty, joblessness, crime, drug addiction, and community decay, now look to the institutions of civil
society as the preferred agents for addressing these problems. In their view, private, community-
based organizations are more flexible than large-scale government programs, better able to tailor
their activities to community needs and circumstances. On the other hand, many of those actually
engaged in local civic renewal efforts believe that they will be most effective if they act in partner-
ship with government, as well as with foundations and corporations. As Rev. Eugene Rivers of
Boston has said, "Without public support and back-up, financial and logistical, there's no way
churches or other community folk can turn the tide. But if we learn how to work together, then
there's no limit to what can be accomplished before it's too late."'
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Second, many people now look to civil society for regeneration of political life in America. In
the context of declining political participation and increasing distance from (and disdain for) poli-
tics, the institutions of civil society strike many as particularly attractive, either as possible sources
for renewing the civic spirit of individuals and prompting them to greater engagement with polit-
ical life, or as alternative sites of self-government where individuals can organize more effectively
to solve community problems.

Third, and more generally, people increasingly appreciate the private, voluntary sector of
associational life as a vital source of personal meaning. While it is true that civil society as a whole
can seem to individuals a terribly fractious and cacophonous arena, charged with cultural conflict,
civil society is where people, by and large, lead their lives when they are not working. The associ-
ations of civil society churches, clubs, unions, and many others provide people with spiritual
and moral "homes"
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CIVIL SOCIETY: EVIDENCE

The Condition of U.S. Civil Society

The publication of Robert Putnam's "Bowling Alone" in 1995 sparked a vigorous but often murky debate
about trends in America's voluntary sector, and about the implications of these trends for our overall
civic life. Some of the confusion arises from the inconclusiveness of the available data, and some from
a failure to draw certain basic distinctions.

Voluntary sector activities include formal organizational membership, volunteering, charitable giving
and informal socializing. Evidence suggests that trends in these areas may be diverging. Moreover, civic
trends have not been linear during the past generation. Some declines that began in the 1970s
in aggregate group membership, volunteering and philanthropy appear to have halted and even
reversed themselves in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

Judged against other industrialized nations, American civil society remains comparatively strong (though
its relative standing may have fallen in recent decades). According to the 1990-91 World Values Survey,
82 percent of Americans belong to at least one voluntary association, a rate exceeded only in Iceland,
Sweden, and the Netherlands. Furthermore, Americans belong to (and volunteer for) almost all types of
groups at above-average rates. Only unions are relatively weak in the United States.'

In 1997, the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) found in a nationwide poll that the aver-
age American belongs to 4.2 voluntary groups.2 Two years earlier, an Independent Sector study found
that almost 70 percent of American households made charitable contributions annually, and that just
short of half of the population volunteered. Those who did volunteer work in 1995 said that they gave
an average of four hours of their time every week.' There are reasons to be concerned about the trends
in civil society over time, but it would be wrong to assume that Americans have ceased to join or sup-
port voluntary groups.

Still, there is no evidence that the average rate of membership has increased in the last quarter century.
This is a surprise, because it is widely believed that rising levels of education are linked to greater asso-
ciational activity. In fact, it appears that two trends over the past quarter century have roughly coun-
terbalanced each other: the proportion of high school and college graduates in the population has grown
larger, but civic participation at every educational level has declined. People with high school diplomas
but no college education have become about 32 percent less likely to join any associations, while there
has been a modest increase in the proportion of people who belong to no organizations at all.

Trends among racial and ethnic groups reflect their distinctive history and condition. To take just one
example, African Americans have traditionally combined formal political acts, such as registering people
to vote, with group membership and protest tactics. Overall, there has been little decline in these forms
of civic engagement since the "activist" 1960s. But African Americans have typically shifted their attention
from civil rights struggles to quality-of-life issues in local communities. And African Americans without
much formal education have, like their white counterparts, largely dropped out of community-oriented
activities as well as formal political life.'

Another way to break down aggregate measures of civil society is to look at types of organizations. Most
categories have seen little change since 1972, when the General Social Survey first asked relevant poll
questions. For instance, religious associations, sports leagues, and youth organizations have had stable
membership levels. However, millions of people have left labor unions and fraternal societies such as the
Elks and Masons, and similar numbers have joined professional associations. Membership in school ser-
vice groups has substantially increased, perhaps because of recent efforts to link community service and
learning. Finally, there has been a huge shift from mainline Protestant churches to evangelical and fun-
damentalist denominations.
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Associations and Democracy

These changes may prove significant for the future of democracy in America. Throughout American histo-
ry, voluntary associations have been valued because they are thought to build civic virtue, foster trust,
encourage cooperation, and promote political participation. But on closer inspection, it turns out that not all
associations promote democratic health in the same way or to the same extent.

CI Unions, for instance, are important sources of solidarity among working people. They have core func-
tions that attract members, but they offer social activities, information, and mutual assistance as well. They
also offer a measure of political power to workers, thereby increasing pluralism and encouraging participa-
tion. Members of union households are 8 percent more likely than other people to vote. Though union
membership is a relatively weak predictor of overall associational membership,' unionized workers do join
more voluntary organizations and make more charitable contributions than other people do.' The dramat-
ic decline in union membership over the past 40 years has been exacerbated by factorsautomation, inter-
national competition, the relocation of factories to non-union states, and changes in federal labor law
enforcement that do not directly affect other associations. The United States now ranks near the bottom
of industrialized democracies in union membership.

Fraternal organizations and women's auxiliaries have suffered deep losses in membership since
1974. These groups traditionally had deep roots in their communities, and they offered men and women of
different classes an opportunity to talk and cooperate more or less as equals something that professional
associations, which have grown in recent decades, do not do. Today, it is not clear what (if anything) will
replace the cross-class local organizations that flourished through most of American history.'

131 Church-affiliated groups are the backbone of civil society in America, involving almost half the pop-
ulation (compared with just 13 percent in the average industrialized democracy). Religious associations offer
ways for people to give money, receive aid, hold meetings, recruit members for other associations, and learn
about public issues. They are especially valuable for people with little income or education, who tend not
to join other groups.' Surveys show that membership in such groups correlates with voting, volunteering,
charity, and political activity.

151 Evangelical denominations are no exception. The experience, values, and personal networks that
they develop transfer easily to politics. They have little hierarchy, and they demand intense participation
from their members. For example, as part of their church activities, Baptists are much more likely to plan
meetings and make presentations than are Catholics. (Counterbalancing this is the historic Catholic empha-
sis on social solidarity and "subsidiarity"the principle that issues should be addressed as directly and local-
ly as their substance permits, and by the smallest unit of social organization possible.) The growth of evan-
gelical denominations has introduced many people, especially lower-income people, to the political process
and given them powerful tools for mutual aid.

Fundamentalist denominations encourage the faithful to rely on one another. But increased mutual reliance
and trust within groups is not necessarily correlated with increased trust among groups. The link between fer-
vent civic participation and generalized social or political trust is not always strong.

111 Mailing-list associations, from the National Rifle Association to the Children's Defense Fund, have
grown since 1970. Members of these groups contribute dues to support professional staff, but they do
not donate much time or effort. It seems plausible that writing a check has a smaller effect on the develop-
ment of civic skills, knowledge, and interpersonal trust than does attending a meeting or organizing a grass-
roots movement.

But mailing-list organizations should not be stereotyped. The Sierra Club, for example, has been described
as a group whose members merely write checks and read newsletters. But in one May weekend, the
Los Angeles chapter alone organized 39 events, from classes to camping excursions, that were cooperative
and participatory.°
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The controversy over contemporary national check-writing associations raises broader historical
and political issues about the relationship between top-down and bottom-up organizational struc-
tures. Classic voluntary associations such as the PTA and the American Legion were effective in part
because they succeeded in creating both vigorous national lobbying arms and vital chapters or affil-
iates at the state and local level, with close communication between the various tiers.' But even pure
mailing-list organizations can be effective political actors, thereby freeing members to perform other
civic tasks.

Still, a large shift from grassroots groups to national membership organizations provides grounds
for concern. The evidence suggests that while levels of group membership have remained fairly con-
stant during the last quarter century, active involvement and leadership have become less common,
in part because the kinds of organizations that now predominate offer relatively few opportunities
for participation and deliberation. Similarly, there has been a shift from groups that are organized in
communities to those that unite people around a profession or interest. Both trends could be expect-
ed to lower social capital, even given fairly constant overall membership levels. Indeed, the past 25
years have seen a marked decline in the share of people who belong to committees and serve as offi-
cers of local groups, a trend that parallels declines in such forms of local political activity as attend-
ing school board meetings and participating in political parties.

Recent scholarship suggests complex links between associational activities and key political variables
such as political participation, social trust, and confidence in government. Controlling for education
and income, members of faith-based groups, neighborhood groups, and sports leagues are
especially likely to follow politics and votea correlation that supports the hypothesis that politi-
cal participation is significantly more attractive for individuals who belong to social networks. It's
not hard to see why. Making a meaningful decision at the polls requires a big investment of time
and attention. Because members of voluntary groups have many opportunities to discuss politics,
they can easily acquire information, and they are sometimes persuaded to vote by other members
or by local politicians and activists who gravitate to organizations. By urging fellow members to
support particular candidates or causes, citizens can multiply their political power.

Most studies that use the General Social Survey or other large data sets find that associational
membership is linked to trust in other citizens. This is not surprising, because people are unlikely
to donate time or money unless they trust others, and cooperative activities can further boost
their social trust. Not only do trusting people belong to organizations at a relatively high rate,
but they tend to choose groups that offer (in Robert Wuthnow's phrase) "more intimate and
encompassing interaction"

However, researchers differ on the strength of the relationship between trust and membership, and
on the causal relationship between them. For instance, Eric Uslaner has argued that both trust and

L. membership simply reflect optimism; the direct relationship is weak. A national survey by the AARP
found only a modest correlation between social trust and group membership, and no correlation
between membership and trust in the national government. And a recent poll of Philadelphians by
the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press found no strong direct link between the two

. variables. Nevertheless, Philadelphians who believed that they could "make a difference" tended to
be trusting; they were also especially likely to volunteer."

L

Interpersonal trust and confidence in government also tend to go together. Some research suggests
that disenchantment with official institutions is an important cause of wariness towards other
people. When political leaders let us down, we draw negative conclusions about human nature in
general.' The reverse is presumably true as well: wariness towards other people (stemming from
crime, family dysfunction, and other sources) may affect our confidence in politicians.

Trust in government has fallen more precipitously than interpersonal trust. Much of the decline took
place in 1963-75, an era defined largely by Vietnam and Watergate. And perhaps, to a significant
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extent, the decline was justified. But there now exists, at least at the extremes, evidence of paranoia
rather than healthy distrust. According to a recent study by the University of Virginia's
Post-Modernity Project, a fifth of Americans believe that the governing elite is "involved in a
conspiracy' Widespread fear of major public institutions not only creates generalized distrust
thereby discouraging group membership but may also cause people to favor exclusive
and inward-looking organizations. As noted by Warren E. Miller and J. Merrill Shanks, excessive
cynicism about politics and government may well discourage voting and other forms of political
participation. A presumption that politicians are unworthy keeps many honorable people out
of the field. And a belief in conspiracies prevents citizens from making critical distinctions among
leaders, organizations, and ideologies.

While the evidence now available does not permit firm conclusions about the overall condition of
associational life in America, it appears that voluntary activities are on balance healthier than are
formal political institutions and processes. Indeed, many citizensparticularly the youngestseem
to be shifting their preferred civic involvement from official politics to the voluntary sector. Local
civic life, far from acting as a school for wider political involvement, may increasingly serve as a
refuge from (and alternative to) it. If this trend continues, the consequences for the future of our
democracy could be significant.
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CIVIC STORIES

At its second plenary session in May 1997, the National Commission heard from citizens and leaders whose
organizations promote family stability, youth development, local voluntarism, civic education, and commu-
nity mobilization. Many of these witnesses spoke of how important it is to publicize civic stories, which can
offer people in other communities practical guidance as well as an expanded sense of possibility. With this
goal in mind, we offer descriptions of groups that appeared before the National Commission and excerpts
from the testimony they presented. This presentation should not, however, be construed to imply blanket
endorsement of these organizations and activities.

A number of organizations have also created information clearinghouses or news sources to identify and
encourage civic renewal efforts. These include:

Center for Civic Education
5146 Douglas Fir Road
Calabasas, CA 91302-1467

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(818) 591-9321
(818) 591-9330
center4civ@aol.com
http://www.civiced.org

Center for Democracy and Citizenship
Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs
130 Humphrey Center
301 19th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55455

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(612) 625-0142
(612) 625-3513
eeschenbacher@hhh.umn.edu
http://www.hhh.umn.edu/centers/cdc

Center for Living Democracy/American
News Service (ANS)
289 Fox Farm Road
Brattleboro, VT 05301

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(800) 654-NEWS
(802) 254-1227
info@americannews.com
http://www.americannews.com

Character Education Partnership
918 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(800) 988-8081
(202) 296-7779
geninfo@characterorg
http://www.character.org

Civic Practices Network (CPN)
Center for Human Resources
Heller School for Advanced Studies in Social Welfare
Brandeis University
60 Turner Street
Waltham, MA 02154

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(781) 736-4890
(781) 736-4891
cpn@tiac.net
http://www.cpn.org

Communitarian Network
2130 H Street, N.W., Suite 714
Washington, D.C. 20052

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(800) 245-7460
(202) 994-1606
comnet@gwu.edu
http://www.gwu.edu/ ccps

James MacGregor Burns
Academy of Leadership
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742-7715

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(301) 405-6100
(301) 405-6402
email@academy.umd.edu
http://www.civicsource.org

Josephson Institute of Ethics
4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 1001
Marina del Rey, CA 90292-6610

phone: (310) 306-1868
FAX: (310) 827-1864
e-mail: ji@jiethics.org
Web site: http://www.josephsoninstitute.org
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National Center for
Neighborhood Enterprise
1424 16th Street, N.W, Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20003

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(202) 518-6500
(202) 588-0314
info@ncne.com
http://www.ncne.com

National Civic League/Alliance
for National Renewal (ANR)
1445 Market Street, Suite 300
Denver, CO 80202-1728

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(303) 571-4343
(303) 571-4404
ncl@ncl.org
http://www.ncl.org

Pew Partnership for Civic Change
145-C Ednam Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22903

phone: (804) 971-2073
FAX: (804) 971-7042
e-mail: mail@pew-partnership.org
Web site: http://www.pew-partnership.org
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Policy Review: The Journal of
American Citizenship
The Heritage Foundation
214 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002-4999

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(202) 546-4400
(202) 608-6136
polrev@heritage.org
http://www.policyreview.com

Walt Whitman Center for the
Culture and Politics of Democracy
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Hickman Hall, Douglas Campus
89 George Street
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-1411

phone:
FAX:

e-mail:
Web site:

(732) 932-6861
(732) 932-1922
bbarber@rci.rutgers.edu
http://www.cpn.org/sections/
affiliates/whitman_center.html



Local Initiatives Support Corporation

Over the past twenty years, thousands of local, nonprofit Community Development

Corporations have been formed by residents of America's inner cities. Their goal
is to build affordable homes for working families, spur commercial investment,
create jobs, and expand opportunities. The largest organization providing funding
and technical assistance to these efforts is the Local Initiatives Support Corporation

(LISC). Established by the Ford Foundation and six corporations in 1979, LISC
has raised more than $2.2 billion for the benefit of more than 1,000 urban revital-
ization programs.

According to LISC president Paul Grogan, Community Development Corporations

have built or renovated more than 70,000 homes and more than 10 million square
feet of commercial space. And these projects have made a contribution beyond the
obvious benefits to newly housed families and businesses. "The citizens who form
these organizations understand that physical blight depresses everyonedepresses
the prospects of their communities, serves as a magnet for social pathologies like
drugs and drug dealers, and has a devastating impact on the morale ofyoung peo-
ple': Once the physical landscape is no longer strewn with weed-filled lots or aban-
doned cars, it becomes a symbol of hope for the people who live there.

In his testimony before the Commission, Grogan emphasized the role of "civic
entrepreneurs" in restoring political power to distressed communities. As neighbor-
hoods decline, he said, citizens lose "the capacity to bargain effectively with the local

jurisdiction. So the trash doesn't get picked up, the police don't respond as quickly,
park improvements are not made, and so forth. And this is one of the big negative
multipliers that speeds communities on that downward spiral'.' Local renewal efforts,
however, "have a magical effect of beginning to again extract a response from
the public jurisdiction. So one begins to see, as if by magic, park improvements,
police response, a community being served again and holding its own with its local
political jurisdiction':

The community development movement highlights the importance of self-help and
indigenous leadership. Grogan pointed to "the substantial hidden record of success
that we can all talk about, when local leaders come together and chart their own
course:' LISC, he explained, "will not work in a community unless we're doing it
through a local organization that we think is legitimate and is accountable to that
community' Yet the history of community development also suggests the important
role that an "outside entity" can play in neighborhood revitalization. Community

Development Corporations "form lasting business relationships with banks, foun-
dations, local and state government, to draw in the necessary capital and expertise
initially to accomplish these concrete projects:' Over time, "they open up channels
through which ideas and capital can flow. And this breakdown of isolation, of
course, has much broader, positive consequences':
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Children's Aid Society

The Children's Aid Society serves more than 100,000 children and their families each

year through its health, education, and counseling programs in New York City.
Recently, it became a partner with the New York City Board of Education in creat-
ing and managing four "community schools" in upper Manhattan.

The idea for these schools emerged as Children's Aid set out to expand its services
in Washington Heights, the area north of Harlem. The goal, executive director Philip

Coltoff told the Commission, was to take social agencies and health services and
integrate them "organically, seamlessly, with educational institutions:' Children's Aid

envisioned school buildings that would be open until 9 or 10 o'clock each week-
night, on weekends, and throughout the summer, functioning as health, education-
al, and recreational centers for the community. This meant designing schools with

clinics, family resource rooms, and expanded arts rooms, as well as bleachers and
outdoor lighting for the playgrounds.

The first of the community schools opened in 1991. Built for 1,200 middle-school
students, it enrolled 1,600 at the start. (Today the partnership operates a second mid-

dle school and two elementary schools as well.) Coltoff told the Commission that
1,100 parents also began attending some in adult education courses, others in
classes with their children. A site-based management program gave parents a direct
role in administering the school. In cooperation with the teachers, Children's Aid
created after-school activities that run from 3 o'clock, when classes end, until 9
o'clock each night. It operates summer camps for neighborhood children. And, as a
result of a further partnership with 60 area businesses, Children's Aid has set up a
school-to-work program for both children and adults.

The initial results, Coltoff reported, are these: "In all four schools, reading scores
have improved by 60 percent, math scores by 45 percent. The school dropout
rate is the lowest in the city. There are virtually no security issues no metal detec-
tors, no security guards that search children when they come in': The Washington
Heights community schools have the highest attendance rates in the district,
and two have the highest in the city. Even more interesting, said Coltoff, is that "in
all four schools, the teacher attendance is the highest in the city. Teachers feel safe.
They feel that they want to teach; they have back-up from health professionals and
social workers':

Through its community schools and other programs, Children's Aid has also pro-
vided opportunities for youth voluntarism. One group of teenagers in Washington
Heights obtained permission to run an informal day care center in the local welfare
office, making things easier for young mothers who "bring their little kids and have
to hang around and wait on long lines:' Students in another program refurbished a
subway station. The adult world, said Coltoff, rarely allows teenagers "to express
what is very often the natural altruism of that age:' And yet, when "you give young
people a feeling that they're doing something for their block, for their neighbor-
hood, for their neighbors, these are things 1.11at kids want to do'.'
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Hands On Atlanta

The dozen or so young adults who founded Hands On Atlanta in 1989 were
responding to two unmet needs in their community. On the one hand, they felt that

established service organizations weren't sufficiently creative or flexible in arranging
opportunities for civic voluntarism. Trying to get involved in volunteer work was
often a frustrating and difficult process. On the other hand, there was clearly much
to be done in Atlanta on behalf of disadvantaged children, the homeless, the afflict-

ed, and the elderly. There were also scores of nonprofit agencies that could benefit
from the energy and expertise of new volunteers.

Over the past eight years, Hands On Atlanta has taken responsibility for assisting
both potential volunteers and the organizations that can make use of their talents.
Each month, participants receive a free newsletter listing service opportunities,
from mentoring and tutoring programs, to conservation efforts, to AIDS and dis-
ability support projects. Hands On Atlanta now has a corps of 13,000 volunteers.
In 1996, they took part in 2,600 projects, contributing more than 263,000 hours to

78 community agencies. All of these hours were devoted to direct service tutor-
ing children, repairing donated bicycles, planting gardensand none to fund-rais-
ing or political advocacy.

Hands On Atlanta's programming, said board member Jill Morehouse Lum,
"is designed to naturally draw people in at a level they are comfortable with" Each
issue of the newsletter includes "evening, weekend, one-time, small-group, or big-
event projects to fit every schedule, skill, and interest' A first-time volunteer may
spend a Saturday helping to build ramps at the homes of low-income seniors, or
painting a classroom for the Discovery program in the public schools. As part of
the organization's Citizen Schools initiative, AmeriCorps members have set up after-

school programs that "allow hundreds of volunteers to step into meaningful roles
as tutors, mentors, and project leaders:' There are also special training programs for

teachers, partnerships with corporate volunteers, and service opportunities for the
students themselves.

Lum believes that the success of her program "offers an important perspective in the

conversation about moral decline" in the United States. "My friends at Hands On
Atlanta would probably say that the problem is not apathy, but barriers to oppor-
tunity," she explained. "When we got started eight years ago, I don't think anyone
realized the potential impact of a flexible, diverse menu of volunteer projects avail-
able from one source, coupled with limitless opportunities for leadership and learn-
ing in a community of volunteers" Now service organizations across the country
are heeding Hands On Atlanta's central lesson: "When people know that they are
meeting a need and making a real difference, when they are enriched by the expe-
rience and their skills and time are well used, and when they have opportunities to
learn and grow and contribute in new ways, they keep coming back!'
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Nahonal Fatherhood Initiative

The National Fatherhood Initiative seeks to improve the well-being of children by
increasing the number of children growing up with involved, committed, and
responsible fathers. Twenty-four million American children, almost 4 out of 10, now
live apart from their fathers, Initiative president Wade Horn told the Commission.
In 1960, the figure was 8 million. By some estimates, 60 percent of children born in
the 1990s will spend a significant portion of their early lives in fatherless house-
holds. Of these children, the Initiative reports, "40 percent have not seen their fathers
at all during the previous year. Only one in six see their fathers an average of once
or more a week':

The consequences for children who are reared without fathers include a "non-triv-
ial increase of risk" for poverty, school failure, and emotional and behavioral prob-
lems. This is not to say that such children are "doomed: Horn explained. Those who
establish a close relationship with "an adult male figure somewhere in their orbit:'
or who live in a community that supports them "and provides other role models,"
see their prospects improve. The difficulty, Horn said, is that "we are talking about
some communities now where you can go look up and down the street and not
see a single home with a father inside it. And that is a very different experience than
for a child who grew up 30, 35 years ago without a father, but 90 percent of the
households in their community did have a father in them':

Unlike most of the groups studied by the Commission, the National Fatherhood
Initiative is not a direct-service organization. "At our core: said Horn, "we are about
broad-based social change. And a part of our mission has always been about stim-

ulating a social movement coalescing around the issue of fatherhood promotion':
The Initiative has sponsored advertising campaigns, citizen forums, and program
fairs that highlight local efforts to promote "father involvement': It provides resource
materials and technical assistance to civic and religious organizations that are seek-
ing to implement fatherhood outreach, skill-building and support groups. It has
also made recommendations to state governments, communities, and businesses on
how to encourage and support responsible fatherhood.

"Certainly we believe that it is within the capacity of most men to make an indi-
vidual moral choice to be a good and involved, responsible and committed father:
Horn said. "And we want to encourage men to make that moral choice. At the same
time, as a psychiatrist I'm quite aware that choices are made within a broader social
context. And while, in the end, we always have free choicewe can always make
a decision, even if every social force is in the opposite direction it is easier if the
broader culture supports certain choices over others':
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Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America

For more than 90 years, Big Brothers/Big Sisters has recruited adult volunteers to
serve as mentors and role models for young people at risk. Its 500 state and local
agencies match volunteers with children based on each child's specific needs and
interests. A recent study by Public/Private Ventures found that volunteers have a
significant impact in the areas of alcohol and substance abuse prevention: children
with a Big Brother or Big Sister were half as likely as their peers in a control group
to get involved in first use of drugs, and 27 percent less likely to initiate alcohol

use. Moreover, children in the program were half as likely to skip a day of school,
and about a third less likely to engage in violent behavior. Family relations
improved as well; the study found that participating children were 36 percent less
likely to lie to a parent.

"Our vision: said executive director Thomas McKenna, is one of "caring adults in
the life of every child in needy But this, he explained, is not a vision that can be
realized simply by "parachuting volunteers in and throwing them at the kids. That's
definitely not our approach7 Instead, Big Brothers/Big Sisters directs its efforts
towards families as well as individual children. Eighty percent of the youngsters
matched with a Big Brother or Big Sister are being raised by single mothers. These
women come to the program seeking mentors for their sons or daughters; they
participate in the selection of the Big Brother or Big Sister, and they attend support
groups with other parents. Throughout the process, they, no less than the volun-
teers, are recognized as "caring adults" in their children's lives.

On average, the relationships that "Bigs" establish with children in the program last
for more than two and a half years. No one can step in and turn a child's life
around overnight, McKenna explained, nor is it possible to dictate the course that
a mentoring relationship will take. "Volunteers who are there, who are consistent,
who are listening, who are supportive he said, "are much more likely to be suc-
cessful than those who come in with a prescription for what they'd like to see hap-
pen to a particular kicr

An effective rnentoring program includes recruitment, selection, screening, training,

and ongoing support. For this reason, it is a major challenge to expand such
programs in underserved communities. But the need is very great. McKenna
reported that 40,000 children nationwide are waiting to be matched with a Big
Brother or Big Sister. "It could be three times thaf: he added, "if we didn't close
down waiting lists after a period of time In response to these conditions, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters is trying to forge alliances with established African American

and Latino organizations; with schools, corporations, and labor unions; and with
other private service agencies.
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Public Achievement, SI. Beniard's Grade School

Each fall at St. Bernard's, a Catholic parish school in St. Paul, Minn., students gath-

er in a third-floor assembly room to launch that year's program in Public
Achievement. The children themselves are the main speakers at this event. The
discussion turns on issues that they consider importantsome related to the school
or neighborhood, others with national or global implications. As many as thirty
students make individual presentations, each one hoping to recruit members to a
group that will organize a class trip, publish a community newspaper, help the
homeless, stage a play, or march in an anti-violence campaign. The groups will
meet each Thursday over the course of the semester or school year to carry out
their projects.

Public Achievement at St. Bernard's is the result of a partnership between the school
and the Center for Democracy and Citizenship at the University of Minnesota.
Students from the university come to St. Bernard's as "coaches" for the Public
Achievement groups, helping them learn to define community problems, develop
strategies for public action, and work with other concerned citizens. Coaches also
provide students with opportunities to practice specific skills, such as public speak-
ing, that may be crucial to a group's success, and they help students assess their per-
formance, just as sports coaches do. These activities are framed by a conception of
"public work" the importance of thinking, speaking, and acting as citizens and of
taking responsibility for our civic condition.

In the eight years since the partnership began, Public Achievement has become a

central feature of the school's life. This is true, in part, because St. Bernard's sees the
program as a chance to explore the relevance and practical implications of Church
teachings on social justice. "I don't think it's enough just to do charity: principal
Dennis Donovan told the Commission. "I think we need to teach our children how
to get at the cause of the problems that are facing our cities and our nation:. Thus,
he described Public Achievement both as "an opportunity to educate children
around citizenship skills" and as "a response to the mission of the Catholic Church:'
It teaches children, how to "get out in the public arena to make a difference on the
values that are important to us as Catholics and Christians:'

This does not mean that students in the program always contend with grave pub-
lic issues. Tamishia Anderson, a .sixth grader at St. Bernard's, belonged to a group
that pressed for changes in the school dress code; their goal was to make high-top
tennis shoes an acceptable part of the uniform. "We went around the whole school
taking a vote: she explained. "We also presented this idea to the parents. They
approved:' The next year, Tamishia joined a group assisting the homeless. "We
accomplished a food and clothing drive; it was great: she said. "We actually got to
go to a real shelter: In every case, Public Achievement tries to make issues "real" to
the students; it isn't a question of doing good in the abstract, but of meeting con-
crete social needs.



Youth in Action, San Francisco Conservation Corps

Since 1983, the San Francisco Conservation Corps has been providing job training,

education, and volunteer service opportunities for young people between the ages

of 12 and 24. A program called Youth in Action is specifically designed for middle-

school children. Members pursue academic and community improvement goals
simultaneously, and they receive guidance both from experienced adults and from
older students. "Youth in Action," co-director Thomas Ahn explained, "is really about

young people teaching other young people" whether the subject is algebra or
effective strategies for community development.

On weekdays during the school year, Youth in Action operates a center where chil-

dren receive tutoring in core academic subjects and take a special class in environ-
mental education. On Saturdays, these same children "go out in groups and provide

services for the city of San Francisco': This may mean working at a food bank or
cleaning up public parks, "making documentary videos about pertinent issues," or
putting together a newspaper. A similar mix of programs continues into the sum-
mer, but the pace is more intense: the students come in five days a week, and they
take three academic courses in addition to performing a service project each day.

"Now that doesn't sound very different from many other programs that are going
on!' Ahn said. "But I think one of the things that makes our program unique is
that we have 15-year-olds teaching physics classesgiving out homework, think-
ing about how their students learn, thinking about what they need to know to
step into the classroom, about deadlines for turning in lesson plans!' Students whom

Ahn calls "rising ninth graders" enroll in a leadership class, often taught by college

students or recent college graduates, in which they learn how to conduct a
community-needs assessment and to mobilize residents to address those needs.
'They learn about setting career goals, strategic planning, about funding sources and

funding restrictions': Ahn explained. 'And then, using those skills, they go out to
design community service projects for themselves!'

As co-director, Ahn has interviewed hundreds of applicants to Youth in Action.
When he asks why they want to join, he usually gets one of two answers: "If I don't
do this, I'll be hanging out on the street," or "I want to do something to help my
community' These are not "just the 4.0, straight-A students," Ahn said. "Some of
these kids can barely spell their name right. But the desire to be involved is there!'
What they have lacked until now is actual knowledge of "how to get things done"
and "how to become involved in a real way.'
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Character Counts! Coalition

Character Counts! is a nonpartisan alliance of 150 educational and human-service

organizations. Founded by the Joseph and Edna Josephson Institute of Ethics in
1992, the Coalition develops curricula to impress upon young people the impor-
tance of good character. It also supports training sessions for public and private
school teachers, and sponsors community forums to build consensus on core eth-
ical values. In its outreach programs, Character Counts! works not only with class-
room teachers but also with community groups, churches, and after-school pro-
gram staff. It conducts special workshops for counselors and teachers of adoles-
cents in the juvenile justice system. Instructors include parents, other community
volunteers, and young people themselves.

The Coalition's first task, five years ago, was to arrive at a definition of character
to decide what behaviors and attitudes it would try to foster. For this purpose, the
Josephson Institute invited a group of educators, youth leaders, and ethicists to
deliberate about the content and purposes of character education. The participants
shared a conviction, in the words of trainer Nancy Van Gulick, that "there are some
universal core values that can be taught"values that are not identified with any
single political or religious agenda, but which "form the foundation of democratic

society: In what became known as the Aspen Declaration, the members of this
group specified six "pillars of character": trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fair-

ness, caring, and citizenship. And they agreed that character education must pub-
licly affirm and inculcate these values, in the face of social and cultural forces that
counteract or actively undermine them.

The Coalition tailors its programs to different age groups and settings. It produces

workbooks and videos with cartoon characters for very young children, lesson
plans for elementary and secondary school classes, and resource guides for parents,

coaches, and community groups. Coalition members from youth ministries to
civic groups to sports clubs often devise their own activities and curricula. In
Albuquerque, N.M., whose citywide commitment to Character Counts! began in
1993, local businesses have raised thousands of dollars to rebuild middle-school
athletic programs and make them venues for character education. Special programs
have been developed for high schools and workplaces; Character Counts! messages
appear on buses, billboards, and utility bills. Three months after the program was
instituted at one elementary school, the number of discipline citations had fallen
by a third.



US. Youth Soccer

For more than twenty years, U.S. Youth Soccer has helped provide children with

recreational programs that support their "physical, mental, and emotional growth
and development:' A division of the United States Soccer Federation, U.S. Youth
Soccer started with 100,000 members in 1974. In 1997, it enrolled more than 2.5 mil-
lion members, all of them players between the ages of 6 and 19 years. Like Little
Leagues and other youth sports organizations, it has promoted the active involve-
ment of parents and other volunteers. And in many parts of the country, soccer
teams have become sources of social cohesion and community identity.

During the 1997 presidential election, pollsters and political analysts suddenly
discovered "soccer moms:' But their existence was no surprise to the youth soccer
establishment, which credits mothers and fathers both with keeping the game alive.
'As national organizations:' said chairman Virgil Lewis, II, "we could never afford
the staff necessary to support over 3 million players:' Instead, they rely on volun-
teers more than 500,000 of them, including 250,000 coaches. Young people, as
well as parents and neighbors, are now becoming leaders in the organization.
"Teenaged referees are officiating games played by 6-year-olds:' said Lewis. "More
of our former players are now entering the administrative and coaching ranks of
our volunteers:'

Without discounting the sheer fun of youth soccer for its participants, Lewis also
emphasized the character-building potential of the game its lessons in patience
and teamwork and sportsmanship. "Coaches and referees are taught the need for
sportsmanship in every clinic that they attend: he said. "They are encouraged to
pass this concept to parents through team management training:' In addition, Lewis
noted that soccer gives children something to do instead of getting into trouble.
Organized sports, he told the Commission, do "take people out of harm's way," even
as they offer "something that we feel is very constructive and value-based:'

In a growing initiative called Soccer Start, U.S. Youth Soccer has helped create inner-

city leagues in Houston, San Antonio, and Dallas; in Minneapolis and Indianapolis;

and in Washington, D.C. "The reason we're not doing it in all 50 states': Lewis said,
is that "we can't go in from an outside area, from a suburb, and start a program in
the inner city. We have to first identify those key volunteers in the inner city, and
allow them to run that program. What we will do is provide the support in a
national fashion:' Citing last year's Carnegie report on sports and youth develop-
ment, Lewis argued that all children need "experiences involving personal discipline

and the ability to persevere: and that programs such as youth soccer can provide
these experiences to children of all abilities and backgrounds. Ethnic leagues were
central to soccer's early history in the United States, but Lewis believes that the sport

can also promote racial and ethnic integration: "There are no language barriers in
the game of soccer:
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Charlotte Observer: "Taking Back Our Neighborhoods"

Four years ago, the Charlotte Observer began to question its coverage of urban vio-

lence. Two young police officers had been killed while chasing a drug dealer
through a public housing project, and their deaths had become, for many in
Charlotte, a symbol of the violence and other social ills afflicting the city's poorer
neighborhoods. At the same time, assistant managing editor Jim Walser said, the
killings "made us at the newspaper reexamine the way that we covered crime': Until

then, the Observer's reporting had been as "episodic" as a police blotter. But editors

and staff concluded that this approach "never gave us a true picture of what it was
like to live in the neighborhoods that were most affected by drugs, violence, teenage

pregnancy, dropouts, a number of other things. We didn't get a full picture. So we
decided we would take it a very different way:

From 1994 until early 1996, the Observer ran a series of stories called "Taking Back

Our Neighborhoods': One purpose of the series was to clarify the nature and extent
of the crime problem. To this end, the newspaper analyzed crime statistics, identify-

ing the ten most violent neighborhoods in the city, and polled the residents about
the threat of violence in their daily lives. But the paper also spent much of its
energy "talking and writing about solutions': The series featured successful programs

in other parts of the country, hoping "to draw a picture of what had worked in
other neighborhoods that had faced similar problems:' It also called attention to
civic initiatives already under way in Charlotte. Soon the Observer was publishing
a directory of local service organizations, and the United Way opened a telephone
hot line to enlist new community volunteers.

The series generated a tremendous response. "When we asked people to show up
for town meetings and to be on advisory panels to help us decide what the story
was, they actually participated," Walser said. "They came out; they came out in hun-

dreds:' This citizen involvement not only shaped the Observer's coverage; it also
helped change the political dynamics of the city. Residents "packed gymnasiums and

churches throughout Charlotte to come and tell people on these panels like
the police chief, county commissioners, city councilmen what they thought the
problems were," Walser said. "These are people in poor neighborhoods, for the most

part, who traditionally have not had much access to public officials because, quite
simply, they don't vote. So they don't get much of an audience:'

The Observer's experiment in "civic journalism" was one of four such projects eval-
uated in a 1996 study. Researchers concluded that these projects are remarkably
successful in commanding citizen attention and support, and in increasing public
discussion in their communities. In Charlotte, 84 percent of citizens said that "Taking

Back Our Neighborhoods" had made them think more about the causes of crime.
Civic journalism, the study reported, "seemed to open options in these communi-
ties, giving leaders and citizens alike a greater sense of possibility than they had
before about solving local problems':
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Close Up Foundation

A number of Commission members and witnesses expressed concern that "we don't
teach civics anymore" in the United States. In surveys which ask Americans to
respond to passages from the nation's founding documents, many people fail to rec-
ognize the language of the Constitution or the Bill of Rights. Often, too, they dis-
agree with the unfamiliar notions they find there. These results suggest not only a
failure of civic education, but also a lack of consensus about the obligations and
rules that are to govern our relations with the state and with one another.

The Close Up Foundation has tried to refashion the teaching of civics in the United
States by inviting students to observe and participate directly in the political process.
Each year it brings thousands of students and teachers to Washington, D.C., to meet
with elected officials, to attend hearings, and to learn about contemporary issues.
"We try to empower young people:' said Charles Tampio, vice president for pro-
grams. They learn the basicsthe three branches of government, the separation of
powers, how a bill becomes law. But they also discover "how they as citizens can
influence public policy.' Sometimes, Tampio said, visiting students may crowd the
Capitol, but "it belongs to them as much as it belongs to anyone else' Direct expe-
rience "helps to connect young people to these processes that seem otherwise
abstract to them:' It also promotes "positive attitudes about government that simply
are very hard to achieve otherwise through the standard curriculum:'

Tampio emphasized that Close Up programs are not restricted to youngsters from
wealthy school districts, or high scorers on the SAT, or leaders in student govern-
ment. "We don't focus on any elites: Tampio told the Commission. "We try to reach
all kinds of kids:' A special program for "new Americans," including both recent
arrivals and children of migrant families, brings 1,800 students to Washington each
year. High school students in Hawaii can take part in an international studies pro-
gram focusing on cultural, economic, and security issues in the Asia-Pacific region.
'If you want to insure the inclusion of these groups: Tampio said, "then you have
to work at it explicitly, and you have to secure the resources to make it happen:.

The Close Up model has been successfully duplicated at the state and municipal
levels. Students in Rhode Island, for example, can visit their state legislature in
Providence as well as the U.S. Congress in Washington. "We have about a hundred
of these programs that go on around the United States': Tampio reported. In addi-
tion, students who visit Washington hear a farewell "sermon" about the importance
of participating in local politics once they get home. This exhortation is accompa-
nied by publications advising them, and their teachers, how to do just that. Close
Up also designs classroom-based curricula for middle-school students, integrated
with civic research and service learning projects.
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Project Vote Smart

Project Vote Smart is a national organization that offers free, direct access to infor-

mation on elected officials and candidates for office. Through its telephone hot line,

its printed voter guides, and its Web site, it provides citizens with the voting records

of their representatives, campaign finance reports, biographical data, and perfor-
mance ratings by more than 70 independent interest groups. It also enables people
to read summaries or actual texts of proposed legislation, follow a bill's progress as
it works its way through Congress, and obtain background material on current pol-
icy debates.

As a nonpartisan source of political information, Project Vote Smart is meant to be
"a point of departure for a whole new range of activities for cifizens:' board presi-

dent Clare Scheuren told the Commission. Too often, she said, it is the news media
that set the nation's political agenda, while the public is "left out of the decision-
making process about what's important and what's nor Voters become alienated
because they do not see their own concerns reflected in mainstream political debate.

By contacting Project Vote Smart, "folks can say for themselves what they care about,

instead of someone telling them what they care abour In effect, "they can take
charge of their political education:' As a result, callers to Project Vote Smart "are in

a position to act in an informed wayto write letters to the editor, to contact their
member of Congress directly, to go to public forums, to ask challenging questions,
to get in touch with the newspaper's news department and say, 'What are you guys
doing over there?"

During its first national test in 1992, Project Vote Smart received 209,000 calls. During

the 1996 election, with its Web site up and running, it answered 4 million requests
for information. Some of the questioners may already be habitual voters or active
followers of politics. But as Scheuren noted in her testimony, Project Vote Smart
conducts special projects in areas "where there are large numbers of people who
haven't traditionally voted low-income, minority, and youth voters:' It publishes
its annual Voter's Self-Defense Manual in multiple languages, including Spanish and

Chinese. It also collaborates with other civic organizations, such as the League of
Women Voters, whose mission is to foster political awareness and involvement.

Would a better-informed citizenry be less cynical about government, or would it
discover evidence that only deepened its alienation and distrust? Scheuren believes
that voters who lack information about the policy process are most likely to be cyn-
ics. They are the ones who tend to believe that "ideas don't matter muchthat ideas
don't have the power to generate or inspire concern and social action, or political
action:' In contrast, she said, knowledgeable citizens are more likely to feel that "ideas

have tremendous vitality and tremendous impact" that indeed, ideas are "truly the
driving force of our democracy'
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